
Introductory Price £1,375.00 excl. VAT  (Incl. Exam Voucher)

Security+ Certification 
Training Programme



CompTIA Security+ Intro
This certificate is currently the most sought-after and highest 
paying, according to research. It helps validate the core skills 
necessary to improve baseline security readiness and incident 
response, as it helps apply current best practices for preventing 
and addressing today’s cyber threats. 

Why Lateral Connect?
• Five days of expert, live Security+ training

• Consult the Trainer with two additional training days of  
   support via our community platform

• Ninety days extended access to all video replays
   and materials 

• Free Exam vouchers

• Unlimited Security+ practice exam attempts

• Learn hands-on security experience 

• Courses designed by security professionals

• Deep-dive in range of cyber topics and trends

• Problem and risk-based learning 

 

CompTIA Security+ 
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What’s in it for me?

Top Security+ Job Roles:
• Security Administrator

• Systems Administrator

• Helpdesk Manager / Analyst

• Security Analyst

• Network / Cloud Engineer

• IT Auditors

• Security Engineer

• IT Project Manager
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Security+ Exam Details Skills and Competencies Acquired:
• Assess security posture and implement  
   security solutions

• Monitor and secure hybrid environments, 
  including cloud

• Mobile and IoT

• Operate with an awareness of applicable
   laws and policies

• Identify, analyze, and respond to security 
   events and incidents
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Testing against five core

sets of cybersecurity skills that
employers are looking for :

Attacks, Threats
& Vulnerabilities

• Latest trends, such as IoT
   device weaknesses

• Newer DDoS attacks 

• Social engineering techniques

Architecture & Design

• Enterprise environments 

• Reliance on the cloud as
  more transition to hybrid
  networks

 Implementation

• Administering identity and
   access management

• Public key infrastructure (PKI)

• Basic cryptography and end
   to-end security

Operations &
Incident Response

• Organizational security  
   assessment 

• Incident response procedures, 
   such as basic threat detection

• Risk mitigation techniques,  
   security controls and basic digital

Governance, Risk
& Compliance

• Organizational risk 
   management 

• Compliance to regulations

• PCI-DSS, SOX, HIPAA, GDPR,
  FISMA, NIST etc.
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We are advocates in helping shape the future of cyber’s new talent. We do this by 
providing recruits with the knowledge and awareness to reskill, and help tackle 
the growing number of sophisticated cyber threats.

Whilst, there are no standard ways to break into cybersecurity, Security+ is a 
good first step for your career in cybersecurity. It establishes the core knowledge 
required in any cybersecurity role and beyond. Below are the different skills you 
can pursue to help build your career journey with CompTIA: 

Security+ and the CompTIA Career Path
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